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HOPE Cape Town Publications 

Book: “Gott-AIDS-Afrika” (German edition) 

S Hippler and B Grill  

Publisher: Kiepenheuer and Witsch (hardcover and paperback 2007) 

Publisher: Bastei Luebbe Verlag paperback edition March 2009 

Publisher (Kindle edition): Kiwi Bibliothek; 1stedition (March 20, 2018) 

www.amazon.com/Gott-Aids-Afrika-Streitschrift-German-

ebook/dp/B07BCNXH9P/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8 
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Book: “God AIDS Africa, Turning stigma into a blessing” (English edition) 

S Hippler and B Grill 

Publisher (Kindle Edition): Amazon (December 2017) 

www.amazon.com/God-Turning-blessing-Stories-reflections-ebook/dp/B0785GQXWH 

 

The fight against HIV and AIDS in South Africa is 

challenging the moral teaching of the Roman-

Catholic Church. Stories and observations of a 

Catholic priest and a journalist on their hands-

on experiences give deeper insight into this 

challenge and invite the reader to be part of a 

journey which has not ended yet, but has gained 

a new momentum through the election of Pope 

Francis as leader of the Roman-Catholic Church. 

The book also reminds the reader of the major 

changes the fight against HIV and AIDS has seen 

in the last 10 years. Originally written for the 

German-speaking market the updated edition 

brings to life the devastation but also the 

courage of those infected and affected at the 

Southern tip of Africa. And the plight of a clergy 

man who tried to bridge the gap between a 

strict application of church teaching and the 

suffering of thousands whose young lives ended 

prematurely and with great pain. 
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